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1. Energy Inflation
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1. Inflation expansion+Low Unemployment+Recession
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⚫ Giant Step of Fed

▪ Highest inflation rate for 41 years = 9.1%

▪ Energy inflation expansion → food, labor, service, 

housing cost etc.

▪ But US’s unemployment rate still= 3.7%

▪ CPI-Effective FFR>0

▪ Giant Step tackles → demand-driven inflation only

→ No way to restrain supply-driven inflation 

Giant Step → Recession 

in order to restrain inflation
without adjustment of Net-Zero speed



1. King Dollar is back

⚫ US’s two advantages of king dollar 

▪ National issue: to control inflation

➢ Back to Philips Curve 

▪ International issue: to drag down oil price

➢ Dragging down oil price → to disable Russia’s warfare

▪ Keeping king dollar even though US economy is a little 
bit impaired

➢ Already mortgage interest rate rises to 7%

➢ Until the unemployment rate reaches 5%
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1. Fiscal crisis in EU

⚫ UK’s U-turn

▪ Truss’s energy support bill (₤200 Bil)

→ support energy bill with fiscal policy

→ reduce incorporate tax

→ contradictory policy

▪ Concern of fiscal debt → crush in bond market

▪ Margin call for Pension funds → U-turn

▪ New prime minister Rishi Sunak has a creative 
solution?

⚫ German’s fiscal support for energy bill

▪ Too much rise of energy bill

▪ Energy support fiscal policy = €200 bil

▪ Defensive shield including a gas price brake and a 
cut in sales tax for the fuel to protect companies 
and households from the impact of soaring energy 
prices

▪ Same route to UK’s fiscal crisis

▪ No agreement of who will pay the bill?
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1. New Cold War
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⚫ New paradigm in Energy market

▪ demand effect>supply effect → The oil price rised more when US job data released than when OPEC+ declared 

reduction of oil production

▪ US no longer depends on OPEC+’s oil supply=> Pursuing strong IRA 

▪ New Cold War surrounding energy: US+Western vs China+Russia+India(?)+Saudi(?)=> EU approaching to China?



1. Serious Energy Crisis
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2. Dependency of EU on Russian Energy
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2. EU’s Import goods from Russia

⚫ Energy is no.1 import goods from Russia

▪ Energy: EU’s 62.5% of import goods from Russia

▪ Oil, Petroleum oils, Natural gas, Coal in order

▪ Raw materials such as iron and steel and copper
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2. EU’s trend of energy import

⚫ Rising trends of importing energy

▪ Decreasing trend in petroleum oil

▪ Natural gas is increasing

▪ Coal is decreasing

▪ Electricity is relatively decreasing
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2. EU’s oil import

⚫ EU’s 24% of oil comes from Russia

▪ Oil exporting to EU(`21): Russia, Norway, US 

▪ High importing from Russia: Lithuania, Finland and so on
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2. EU’s dependency of Russian PNG

⚫ Russia: 40% of EU’s natural gas imports

▪ Top exporting countries: Russia, Norway, Algeria

▪ Germany is top importing in EU: 43bcm(`20), 
52bcm(`21), 50% of German usage

▪ Italy: 30bcm(`20), 27bcm(`21), 30% of it

▪ 100% dependency: Hungary, Moldova, Latvia, 
Bulgaria and so on
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3. The Effect of Russia-Ukraine War
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3. EU’s structure of natural gas import

⚫ EU’s natural gas import=PNG+LNG

▪ PNG 289bcm+LNG 53bcm 

▪ Russian PNG: 153bcm a year
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3. Russia cut off PNG to EU

⚫ Russia cut off PNG by 7%

▪ Russia’s resource weaponization

▪ Gradually cut off PNG

▪ Nord Stream 1 shut down

▪ Yamal shut down

16출처: https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/about-that-russian-gas/



3. TTF, JKM: historical price jump
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⚫ TTF jump as well as JKM 

▪ TTF jumps up historically by end of August

▪ JKM jumps up too

▪ Two are synchronized

▪ 8/30 TTF($99/mmbtu), JKM($71/mmbtu)

▪ After then, two prices plunged but higher 
than average level in the previous years

⚫ US is the last resort  

▪ US takes the last resort for EU’s gas supply 
in charge



3. EU’s energy bill skyrocketing
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⚫ Surge in energy bill due to gas price

▪ 10 times more than in early this year

▪ Future price consistently high up to spring in 2023

▪ France €1,130/mwh, Germany €995/mwh by August in 2022, UK’s planning cap £2,500

▪ Electricity demand 30% decreases



3. Industry shut down

⚫ Industry shutdown

▪ steel makers including Arcelormittal

▪ aluminium, ammonia, fertilizer and pulp

▪ Energy consuming industry 
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3. EU’s energy crisis index
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⚫ Energy support and Crisis index

▪ Energy cost is endurable

▪ Fiscal spending goes up high portion of GDP

▪ Energy crisis happen in different way 

▪ Overall very dangerous



3. REPowerEU
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⚫ REPowerEU

▪ Oxford’s assessment of REPowerEU

▪ Importing large volume of LNG in stead of Russian PNG

▪ Temperature in winter is critical



3. EU’s Storage of gas and LNG Project
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⚫ Storage level seems enough for winter

▪ Storage level: 94.7%(30th in October)

▪ Spending €106 bil at €140/mwh

▪ New 21 LNG project

▪ Launching FSRU

▪ Approximately 128bcm in a year 

▪ Suck up LNG from all over the world 

▪ Fail cap Russian gas price



3. Energy savings

⚫ EU’s best strategy in energy crisis

▪ Demand reduction

▪ Energy efficiency up
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3. Europe’s energy crisis is very far from over
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⚫ Enough Storage and Price down but still 
energy crisis lasts next year 

▪ Supply cut must meet 84bcm 

▪ Equivalent 17% of normal annual 
consumption

▪ EU sets a price cap on Russian gas but 
cooperation of EU member countries 
depend on each country’s situation.

A price cap on Russian oil or any type of embargo don’t make 
much difference => other countries such as china or india suck 
up the extra supply of oil and some of natural gas

The more Russian fuel cannot get to market, the more Europe 
has to pay to replace it.

EU’s pain still remains although Russia also endures a 
tremendous economic hardship. 



3. Economic impact

⚫ This winter and so on

▪ Recession is expected 

▪ GDP Growth rate: EU Council(-1.5%), IMF( 0 to -6.5%)

▪ 90% of Storage is not enough for next early spring

▪ Russian complete cut off=> 22% need to be stored 
again in next year
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4. Energy Security
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4. Energy Security
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⚫ Concept and Scope of Energy Security

▪ Energy Security incorporate economics security, ecological security, technological security, defense security,

political security, and cyber security=> comprehensive concept

Source: Tomaszewski M.(2010)



4. Energy Security 
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⚫ World Energy Trilemma

▪ Affordable, Accessible, Reliable 

▪ Concept extension=>Energy+Environmental Security 

Sustainability+Energy Equity 

Source: IEA



4. Energy Security
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⚫ UK Energy Security Strategy(22.04.07)

▪ Energy Efficiency, security of Oil and Gas=> North Sea+CCS

▪ Renewable such as offshore wind & 30 year expansion of Nuclear power plant & Hydrogen(Blue, Green, Pink)

Source: HM Government



4. Energy Security
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⚫ Conventional Energy Resource

Security

▪ Still importance of conventional 

energy resource such as oil, natural 

gas and coal

▪ Management of storage, inventory,  

production and supply chain 

▪ Efficiency and demand reduction

▪ Government, industry, and 

international coorperation

Source: Jinsoo Kim(2022)



4. Electricity Security
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⚫ Concept and Scope of electricity security

▪ Multi-dimensional security approach

▪ Timely appropriate infrastructure, regulation, market, geopolitical security

In the infrastructure dimension, electricity security is 
assessed in terms of the power system (i.e. the electricity 
value chain) capability to supply end users with minimum 
service standards/criteria.

In the source dimension, electricity security is assessed in 
terms of the energy system capability to ensure the 
accessibility, in the various timeframes, to primary sources to 
be converted in the power plants to meet the required total 
demand of electricity.

In the regulation and market dimension, electricity security 
is assessed in terms of the power system and market 
capability to adequately fulfil their electricity delivery mission 
with a set of laws, rules, market arrangements and price 
schemes.

In the geopolitical dimension, electricity security is assessed 
in terms of the energy/power system capability to assure the 
availability of primary sources and/or cross-border electricity 
exchanges in case of economic or geopolitical 
constraints/stresses (e.g. unilateral primary energy cut by 
international players outside the considered region).Source: EU Commission, Electricity Security



4. Reasonable Electricity Mix
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⚫ The 10th basic plan of electricity supply and demand modifies electricity mix up to 2036

▪ Korea is lack of energy and single and closed electricity system=> to make use of nuclear power 

▪ Adjustment of renewable energy



4. Supply Chain of Raw Materials 
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⚫ Critical raw material security

▪ Battery-related raw materials

▪ China’s monopoly of supply chain of processing and mines

▪ Preemtive preparation for the future demand

Source: IEA



4. Energy Security is top policy priority 
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⚫ Top priority of government policies

▪ DOE, DOD and DOS in US take care of energy security all together

▪ Defense power depends on clean energy technology and domestic production ability of raw materials

▪ Resource Nationalism, Friendly-shoring: solar PV, Battery production

Source: Office of International Affairs(2022)



4. K-taxonomy revision if nuclear power plant
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⚫ K-taxonomy: include nuclear power plant given condition 

⚫ Various nuclear technologies and projects, including small module 
rectors, next-generation nuclear plants that can minimize 
radioactive waste, accident tolerant fuels, radioactive waste 
management, and research for improving nuclear safety and 
facility reliability, will be included in the green segment.

⚫ Construction of new nuclear power plants and improving aging 
reactors for extended operation will be added to the transitional 
category, the ministry said.

⚫ But to qualify for the label, the construction and the lifespan 
extension of nuclear plants must be approved by 2045, and they 
have to meet a range of criteria regarding treatment of nuclear 
waste, greenhouse gas emissions, and the use of advanced 
technologies and fuels.

⚫ The inclusion of nuclear as green resources has been widely 
expected since President Yoon Suk-yeol's inauguration in May. He 
has pledged to revitalize the atomic industry to ensure energy 
security and reduce carbon emissions, reversing his predecessor's 
policy to phase out nuclear power.



4. Special Law of Energy Security
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⚫ Resource special law in process

▪ Top decision making governance under Prime minister’s office

➢ Comprehensive structure of energy security

➢ Planning, monitoring and alarm system in order

▪ Infrastructure, market system, governance

➢ Efficient system of energy usage

➢ Market restructuring of new energy business

▪ Ordinary and emergency management

➢ Ordinary management: life-cycle supply chain management, international 

development of resources, advanced contract, trading

➢ Emergency management: friendly-shoring, international network

➢ Construction of effective acquiring methods of raw materials, conventional 

resources and renewable energy epc.  



Thank you.
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